
Cross-Modal Knowledge Transfer Without Task-Relevant Source Data

➢ Conventional source free Unsupervised Domain Adaptation (UDA) approaches
assume source and target data to be of same modality.

➢ Contrary to that we tackle a novel problem where the unlabeled target is of
different modality than the source, assuming only trained source model is
available with no Task-Relevant source data.

➢ We generalize our method for both single and multiple sources.

Results

Problem setup. Difference between standard  source-free and cross-modal source free UDA.

Problem Definition

Our Contribution

➢ We formulate a novel problem for knowledge transfer from a model trained for a
source modality to a different target modality without any access to
task-relevant source data and when the target data is unlabeled.

➢ In order to bridge the gap between modalities, we propose a novel framework,
SOCKET, for cross-modal knowledge transfer without access to source data
(a) using an external task-irrelevant paired dataset, and (b) by matching the
moments obtained from the normalization layers in the source models with
the moments computed on the unlabeled target data.

Overall framework of our approach. Our framework can be split into two parts: (i) Before

Knowledge Transfer (left): We freeze the source models and pass the task-irrelevant
(TI) source data through the source feature encoders to extract the TI source features.
As task-relevant (TR) source feature maps are not available, we extract the stored
moments of its distribution from the BN layers. (ii) During Knowledge Transfer (right):
We freeze only the classification layers and feed the TI and unlabeled TR target data
through the models to get batch-wise TI target features and the TR target moments,
respectively, which we match with pre-extracted source features and moments to jointly
train all the feature encoders along with the mixing weights. The final target model
is the optimal linear combination of the updated source models

Learning  Losses

2) Task-relevant distribution matching 

Overall Optimization

1) Task-irrelevant feature matching 

Results On SUN RGB-D. for both single and multi source knowledge transfer. On 
average SOCKET outperforms the single source baseline SHOT [1] and multi-source baseline  
DECISION [2] for all four target domains by good margins.
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where

This loss helps reducing the modality gap by using external Task-irrelevant
source data.

This loss matches the Task-relevant feature statistics from the BN layers
across the source and target, to reduce the modality gap further .

3) Modality agnostic unsupervised losses 

Modality agnostic losses: entropy, diversity and pseudo-label loss respectively
widely used in standard source-free UDA settings .

where


